Dagger: American Fighter Pilot

Dagger Drake is a fast-mover, living his life in afterburner. As one of the best of the best, a
fighter pilot with the famous Deadly Rattlers, he pilots his Viper jet with the same ferocity that
he chases women. One magical night at the Officersâ€™ Club changes him forever when a
curvy Southerner crosses his path. Lauren Carter is like no one heâ€™s ever metâ€”her classic
beauty, her sharp wit, and the depth of her haunting soul captivates him. When they collide,
the chemistry explodes with more intensity than the massive satellite guided bombs Dagger
drops from his F-16. When a horrific crash dredges up an unthinkable loss from Laurenâ€™s
past, can their love triumph? Dagger is a full length standalone novel of approximately 97,000
words. It is the first of the read-in-any order series American Fighter Pilot, following the lives
and loves of the 491st Deadly Rattlers, an F-16 squadron preparing the next generation of
aviation warriors at the historic and fast-paced Home of the Fighter Pilot, Nellis Air Force
Base, a few miles north of glittering Las Vegas, Nevada. Strap yourself in for a ride on this
jet-fueled steamy contemporary romance, written with a unique authenticity that gives the
reader a realistic behind the scenes glimpse into the fascinating world of the American Fighter
Pilot. Recommended for those 18 and over due to frequent strong language, sexual situations,
and some mild war-related violence. American Fighter Pilot is a series co-written by a former
military pilot and his wife, a romance author. This is the perfect read for military/aviation
fiction enthusiasts as well as lovers of military romances--it combines the best of both worlds.
This series will take you on an accurate, exciting look INSIDE the real-world of Americas
finest aviators! Finally, a book with some steam and action that you can read and enjoy
together. Aviation fiction, military romance, soldier romance, fighter pilot romance, fighter
pilot fiction, inside the real world of the Air Force F-16 Viper pilot, HEA, happily ever after,
stand-alone. NOT a cliffhanger, and although characters flow throughout the series, based on
the fictitious 491st Deadly Rattlers Fighter Squadron, the story is complete in each book and
does not continue.
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Dagger Drake is a fast-mover, living his life in afterburner. As one of the best of the best, a
fighter pilot with the famous Deadly Rattlers, he pilots his Viper jet with . Dagger Drake is a
fast-mover, living his life in afterburner. As one of the best of the best, a fighter pilot with the
famous Deadly Rattlers, he pilots. Sypsis: Dagger Drake is a fast-mover, living his life in
afterburner. As one of the best of the best, a fighter pilot with the famous Deadly Rattlers, he
pilots his Viper .
The Israel Aircraft Industries Nesher was the Israeli version of the French Dassault Mirage 5
The type reportedly performed well during the conflict, IAF pilots flying the type cumulatively
In total, 11 Daggers were lost in combat with the British. company Israel Aircraft Industries
and American aviation firm North American. Former combat pilot Rick Goddard owes a lot to
the F Super Sabre fighter jet he called Photos: America's amazing 'Century' fighter jets.
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All are verry like the Dagger: American Fighter Pilot book Our boy friend Madeline Black
place his collection of book to me. Maybe you interest a book, visitor should not post this file
at my site, all of file of pdf in dentalhealthmed.com placed at therd party blog. If you like full
copy of a book, visitor can buy this hard copy in book store, but if you want a preview, this is
a web you find. Happy download Dagger: American Fighter Pilot for free!
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